About Us
Global Hotels: Global Clients: Global Presence

ROOMXCLUSIVE.COM an online hotel booking portal which offers over 3,50,000 hotels
across the globe along with facilities to book transfers and sightseeing. The product is
backed by more than 35 wholesale suppliers from different parts of the world, Local DMC
Expertise and Direct Contracts.
This online system is brought to you by ‘ELEVATE GROUP’ and is backed by extensive
network of partnerships with Hotel Consolidators, Direct Contracts, Dynamic Inventory of
Contracted Chains Via Channel Managers to facilitate travel partners to find and book
Hotel, Apartment, Sightseeing and Transfer under one window interface and has been
consistently providing the best and biggest inventory to the travel partners.
We are focused on driving business for our partners while enriching their booking
experience with us. Well known for our innovations, global reach, reputation and
trustworthiness, competitiveness, advanced technology and booking interface –
ROOMXCLUSIVE.COM connects travel wholesalers, online travel agents, tour operators
and DMC’s to the vast portfolio of global travel content. It is an effort to make hotel booking
simple and it is specifically designed to give easy direct booking access to competitively
priced hotel rooms and other leisure products. The system has rate advantage over the
other sites as the best rates come direct from the principal source.
Apart from providing hotel booking capability, our online hotel booking system is
optimized to the advance hotel search experience by allowing the search parameters to
be sorted by availability, price, hotel name and hotel rating. Hotel rules and regulations
are also displayed to keep the customer informed. With this unique online hotel booking
platform, we offer an ideal solution to maximize revenue, optimize manpower and build
efficiency.
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USP- ROOMXCLUSIVE.COM




Direct Contracts with Leading Hotel Chains (i.e. RADISSON, GLH, IHG etc.)
Real time inventory of over 3,50,000 Hotels Worldwide.



Instant Confirmation of Transfer, Sightseeing, Packages Online.
Aggressive pricing.
Facility to Create Sub-Agents
Product already used by over 5,000 agents across different cities in the
world.
Various payment options like payment through credit cards, online
transfers, Net Banking available.
Customize Voucher with Your company name and logo.
The system has the facility to book hotels on time limit basis.
Pay what you see. No Hidden Charges
You can Pay in Your Preferred Currency (USD, GBP, EUR, INR)










So, register now at WWW.ROOMXCLUSIVE.COM, Registration is Free. User
ID/Password will be Generated to enable you start booking immediately.
Mail Id: b2b@roomxclusive.com
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